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PACSHEALTH TO INSTALL SYSTEMS IN AUSTRALIA AT HOSPITALS IN THE SOUTH EASTERN
SYDNEY ILLAWARRA AREA HEALTH SERVICE
SCOTTSDALE, AZ, August 13, 2007 -- PACSHealth, LLC, the developer of PACSHealth™, an innovative
application that uses advanced monitoring and reporting tools to improve Picture Archiving and Communication
System (PACS) workflow and throughput, announced today that it has signed an agreement to install its
PACSHealth™ system at hospitals in the South Eastern Sydney Illawarra Area Health Service (SESIAHS) in
Australia.
SESIAHS will integrate PACSHealth™ with its General Electric Healthcare Centricity® 2.1 PACS to provide
real-time critical system event monitoring, historical performance trending and interactive audit log capabilities.
The hospitals will use this dashboard of information to improve patient outcomes by analysing its PACS data
and intercepting patient or study mismatch errors, system anomalies and data inconsistencies.
PACSHealth, LLC is a developer of software systems for medical imaging technology and other health
information applications. Its Web address is www.pacshealth.com. The PACSHealth system is currently
installed or pending installation at 25 medical facilities in the United States and the United Kingdom.
The SESIAHS Southern Hospital Network PACS services radiology departments from six hospitals across the
Illawarra region, just south of Sydney, Australia. Centered on the major referral hospital, Wollongong Hospital, it
incorporates the ‘state of the art’ integrated GE Healthcare RIS/PACS solution.
In a subsequent deployment, PACSHealth will be rolled out to the Central and Northern Sectors of SESIAHS,
incorporating all eleven hospital radiology departments.
Stretching from Sydney Harbour in the north to the contrasting rural areas of Shoalhaven and Milton in the
south, the eleven SESIAHS hospitals include major tertiary referral and teaching complexes that service an
area population of 1.2 million people. South Eastern Sydney and Illawarra Medical Imaging (SESAIMI) are
devoted to streamlining the radiology needs of the population through innovative imaging informatics processes
such as the PACSHealth product.
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